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BRAZIL BAROQUE CONTINUES TO LEAD THE WAY WITH INNOVATIVE FURNITURE
PIECES MADE FROM RECLAIMED AND SUSTAINABLE WOODS.
In keeping with their commitment to produce one of a kind works of art from reclaimed and sustainable woods only,
Brazil Baroque announces some exciting new additions to their product line up.
“We are proud that our promise of exceptional quality and craftsmanship is never compromised, despite how economic
forces may affect the overseas furniture manufacturing industry,” says Andrea Fonseca, the company’s founder and
designer. “At the forefront of our company philosophy is our commitment to continue to research and utilize new processes and technologies that cause no harm to the environment.” As one of the company’s top priorities, this philosophy
has built a loyal customer base which is made up of people who are confident that by purchasing Brazil Baroque furniture and accessories, they are joining in the worldwide effort to slow global warming. Not only does the Brazil Baroque
customer benefit in this way, but every piece becomes a treasured heirloom, meant to last indefinitely and be passed
down to future generations.
Among the new arrivals to be featured at the prestigious Las Vegas Market January 28-February 1, 2008:
-Our stylish and lavishly appointed Barbacena table and bench, available in two timeless finishes and shapes. Combined
with our freshly designed high back Nina bench, this mix and match ensemble makes an arresting, bold statement-perfect for any dining area
-Due to popular demand, we now offer our bestselling voluptuously carved Baroque bed in a romantic, dreamy combination of striking colors—gold and coconut.
-A timeless classic, our beautiful and intricately carved credenza is the ideal solution for a decorative side table or as
the perfect nightstand when paired with either our Baroque or Colonial bed.
-Our uniquely designed and brand new arched back Baroque bench speaks volumes in an arresting color combination
of rich gold and black. We’ve added more detail to the legs and lines to create a more sophisticated and ornate piece.
-Fresh, new chair designs that offer durability, comfort and evoke luxury are always winners—we offer two new handcrafted seating solutions that mix and match well with any of our tables; available in our meticulously upholstered or
detailed, hand tooled leather as well as any combination of finishes.
-From our Colonial Collection comes an unusually fantastic and exciting addition--our newly designed mosaic pieces
that utilize a tapestry of warm and richly hued color combinations. Each piece easily lends itself as a stylish alternative
to the mundane, whether as a stand alone piece or as part of a striking ensemble that includes the table, benches and
chairs.
-Tropical scenes with beachy tones that reflect the soothing, relaxing and breezy ambiance of the ocean are at the centerpiece of our new Pacific Surf Collection. Each beautifully hand painted piece can vicariously satisfy your need for

renewed energy and tranquility and create a coastal feel in your home without going to the beach.
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